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Patent Law

 Slides for Module 8

 Infringement

8-2222

Infringement

 35 U.S.C. §271
 (a) Except as otherwise provided in this title, whoever without 

authority makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented 
invention, within the United States or imports into the United 
States any patented invention during the term of the patent 
therefor, infringes the patent.

 Notes
 “Importation” is the basis of a Section 337 action in the 

International Trade Commission (ITC)

 Section 271(f) also adds exporting to the list of infringing 
activities
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Claim Interpretation – Sources / Canons / Procedure

Source(s) Canons

Plain meaning Dictionaries Claim / Specification relationship
- Don’t read a limitation into a claim 

- One may look to the written description to 
define a term in a claim limitation 

Presumptive breadth
- Claim should be interpreted so as to preserve 
validity (not as important post-Philips)
- If a claim is subject to two viable 
interpretations, the narrower one should apply 

Others
- Inventor’s interpretations after issuance are 
given no weight 

- Claim differentiation

- Patentee can’t construe narrowly before the 
PTO and broadly in court

Specification The specification 
can be used to 
enlighten the court 
as to the meaning 
of a claim term

Prosecution 
history

Effect on claim 
construction?
Considered if in 
evidence

Extrinsic 
Evidence

Proper to resort to 
extrinsic evidence?

 Procedure
 Markman – the meaning of the claims is a question of law, and thus 

subject to de novo review and a matter for the judge, not the jury

8-4444

Infringement – Autogiro (Ct. Claims 1967)

 Claims
 Even if free from ambiguity, no limit on reviewing sources of 

interpretation
 Approximate precision of words & unintended idea gaps

 Patentee as lexicographer
 “lurking in the background are documents that may completely 

disrupt initial views on [the claim’s] meaning”

 Canons
 Only add confusion to the problem of claim interpretation

 But, they play an important role in making arguments about claim
construction

 Sources
 File Wrapper estoppel (in claim construction, sometimes called 

“argument estoppel”)
 What matters is the applicant’s acquiescence with regard to the PA 

or in accepting a limitation
 Different from “prosecution history estoppel” to limit scope of DOE
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Infringement – Autogiro (Ct. Claims 1967)

 Interpretation = construction
 “During patent examination the pending claims must be interpreted

as broadly as their terms reasonably allow”

 Defendant’s intent is irrelevant to infringement inquiry
 But, may be relevant to indirect infringement (inducement, 

contributory)

 Patent law does not require that infringers copy
 Why is this so?

 Boyle: “Patents should be voidable at the instance of 
any party who can prove that an adequate return would 
have been provided merely by being first to market …”

 But willfulness and intent can play other roles

?

8-6666

Literal Infringement – Markman v. Westview Instruments (SCT 1996)

 System that is
 “capable of monitoring and 

reporting upon the status, 
location and throughput of 
inventory in an 
establishment”

 Clothing sorted and grouped 
for processing, later 
“desorted” for return to 
customer

 Cash inventory or physical 
inventory or both?
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Markman 

 Background material in Section I
 Patent includes specification and claims …

 “A claim covers and secures a process, a machine …
but never the function or result of either, nor the 
scientific explanation of their operation.”
 What must this mean?

 “The claim ‘defines the scope of a patent grant,’ and 
functions to forbid not only exact copies of an invention, 
but products that go …”
 What does this mean?

7

8-888

Markman 

 Section II
 No 7th Amendment right for claims to be construed by a 

jury

 History a bit fuzzy, but courts traditionally construed 
specifications and claims

 Query: Then when and how did juries start doing it?

 Section III
 If 7th Amendment does not decide it, then just pick the 

one with the best “interpretative skills”

 This issue is neither one of pure law nor pure fact

8
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Markman 

 Section III (cont.)

 “The claims of patents have become highly 
technical in many respects as the result of special 
doctrines relating to the proper form and scope of 
claims that been developed by the courts and the 
Patent Office.”
 How does this square with Phillips requirement that 

claims be interpreted as a PHOSITA would?

 Would a PHOSITA be familiar with these special 
doctrines?

 Judges will be more accurate and uniform than 
juries

9

8-101010

Cybor v. FAS Technologies (Fed. Cir. 1998)

 “We conclude that the Supreme Court’s 
unanimous affirmance in Markman … of our in 
banc judgment … fully supports our conclusion 
that claim construction, as a purely legal issue, is 
subject to de novo review on appeal.”
 Didn’t the Supreme Court say the issue was a mixed 

one of law and fact?

 Uniformity is an important principle
 Do not want patents interpreted differently in different 

courts

 Remark:  Very few patents are litigated more than once, 
esp. past claim construction, so this should not be an 
important concern

10
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Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 Proper construction of “baffle” in Phillips’ patent for modular 

 Must the inward extension from the wall shell be at an acute or oblique angle?

 Clarified role of intrinsic evidence; deemphasized the importance of 
general dictionaries in claim construction

 Emphasized the § 112 statutory references to claim context arising from 
the claims and specification
 In construing “baffle,” the court relied on claim differentiation and the 

specification
 Judge Mayer dissented, joined by Judge Newman, arguing that the court 

should have taken up the question of claim construction deference to the 
trial court 

8-12121212

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 “further means disposed inside the shell for 

increasing its load bearing capacity comprising 
internal steel baffles extending inwardly from the 
steel shell walls”

 Is this is a means + function (112.6 claim)?
 If the claim had only said a “means disposed … for 

increasing its load bearing capacity” then the answer 
would have been “yes.”

 But when the claim contains the structure 
corresponding to the stated function, here “internal 
steel baffles,” and there is no “means” associated 
with that term, then there is a rebuttable presumption 
that 112.6 does not apply.

 The specification shows that “steel baffles”
corresponds to structure.

 So the claim term is not limited to the specification.



8-13131313

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 How to interpret the claims? What are the sources?
 “The Myth of the PHOSITA in Claim Construction”
 Vitronics: “We have made clear, moreover, that the 

ordinary and customary meaning of a claim term is 
the meaning that the term would have to a POSITA in 
question at the time of the invention, i.e., as of the 
effective filing date of the patent application.”
 But can POSITAs interpret claim language without knowing 

the case law?
 Recall Markman: ““The claims of patents have become 

highly technical in many respects as the result of special 
doctrines relating to the proper form and scope of claims 
that been developed by the courts and the Patent Office.”

 Also, why is it the “effective filing date” and not the actual 
filing date?

8-14141414

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 Court notes that a PHOSITA will read claim terms in 

the context of the entire specification and then 
prosecution history
 Note that until 2001, prosecution histories were not freely 

available online
 Indeed, until the late 1990s, they had to be ordered from the 

Patent Office
 So how would a PHOSITA have access to them?

 STEP 1: Starting with the claims, “in some cases, the 
ordinary meaning of claim language as understood 
by a POSITA may be readily apparently even to lay 
judges …. In such circumstances, general purpose 
dictionaries may be helpful.”
 But if the meaning is readily apparent to a lay person, why 

does the claim term need to be construed by the court?



8-15151515

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 STEP 2: If the ordinary meaning of the claim term is 

not readily apparent to lay persons, then resort to
 Words of the claims themselves (including other claims)
 Remainder of the specification
 Prosecution History (including any references cited in 

prosecution [by the examiner?])
 Extrinsic Evidence (scientific principles, meaning of 

technical terms, state of the art)
 Words of the claims themselves
 Examine other words in the claim-at-issue
 Examine other claims

 Doctrine of “claim differentiation”—E.g., presence of a dependent 
claim that adds a limitation gives rise to a presumption that the 
limitation is not in the independent claim

8-16161616

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 Remainder of specification
 “Usually, it is dispositive; it is the single best guide to the 

meaning of a disputed term.”
 Inventor may intentionally “disclaim” or “disavow” claim 

scope
 Additionally, inventor may act as a lexicographer, defining 

specific words in particular ways
 What if the specification contradicts claim differentiation?

 Prosecution History
 The complete record of the proceedings before the PTO 

and “includes the prior art cited during the examination of 
the patent”

 Prior art: Cited on the face of the patent or by the examiner?
 Better reading is the latter, but I know some attorneys who have

argued the former (see V-Formation v. Benetton Group Spa for 
the most recent CAFC view)

 But court notes that PH is often less useful than the 
specification



8-17171717

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 Extrinsic Evidence
 Generally less reliable than the patent and prosecution 

history
 Courts may rely on it to provide background in technology at 

issue, explain how the invention works, ensure the court’s 
understanding of technical aspects matches a PHOSITA

 But conclusory assertions by experts are “not useful to a 
court”

 What about “dictionaries, encyclopedias, and 
treatises”?
 Recall that this concerns terms without “plain, ordinary 

meaning” to a layperson
 In this event, court rejects Texas Digital line of cases, which 

limited the role of the specification in favor of dictionaries
 Texas Digital adopted this approach to prevent reading limitations 

into the claims from the specification
 Unless the term is “commonly understood,” then 

specification trumps dictionary

8-18181818

Phillips v. AWD (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc)
 “Moreover, we recognize that the distinction between using the 

specification to interpret the meaning of a claim and importing 
limitations from the specification into the claim can be a difficult 
one to apply in practice.”
 Remark: This can be nearly impossible in practice!

 “However, the line … can be discerned with reasonable 
certainty and predictability if the court’s focus remains on 
understanding how a person of ordinary skill in the art would 
understand the claim terms.”
 Remark: This is wishful thinking and ultimately circular. PHOSITAs 

cannot interpret disputed claim terms without interacting with a lawyer 
who knows the relevant case law. There is no independent yardstick of a 
how a PHOSITA would interpret a disputed claim term.
 Moreover, if this is the test, why shouldn’t extrinsic evidence on what 

PHOSITAs think control the issue, as opposed to judicial interpretation of 
intrinsic evidence?

 Court then uses claim differentiation to interpret “baffles”
 Notes important of disclosing multiple objectives in the specification: A 

claim need not recite all objectives

 What about preserving validity?
 Only after all available tools of claim construction



8-19191919

Phillips - notes

 What is the meaning of “A”?
 North American Cyanimide: Casebook is arguably correct 

that this case stretched the bounds of relying upon the 
specification. When the claim term is clear and a term of art, 
there is no need to look to the specification. 

 KCJ v. Kinetic Concepts: A disclosure of singular 
embodiment does not disclaim the multiple embodiment 
when the term “a” is used in a claim.

 Use of experts
 Vitronics (1996) – Expert testimony should be used rarely

 Pitney Bowes (1999) – Experts can provide testimony as 
long as it does not contradict the intrinsic record
 Is this requirement circular?

 See also Phillips.

8-202020

Computer Docking v. Dell (Fed. Cir. 2008)

 Claim terms at issue
 Portable computer (preamble)

 Portable computer microprocessing system 
(preamble)

 During prosecution, distinguished 
Herron, a prior art patent disclosing a 
laptop computer

 “disavowal” as claim construction
 What are “peripheral devices”

 How are they to be connected?



8-21212121

Claim construction canons

 Ordinarily, each claim in a patent has a different scope; ordinarily, a 
dependent claim has a narrower scope than the claim from which it 
depends; and, ordinarily, an independent claim has a broader scope than 
a claim that depends from it. (these generalizations are referred to as the 
doctrine of claim differentiation); 

 Ordinarily, claims are not limited to the preferred embodiment disclosed 
in the specification;

 Ordinarily, different words in a patent have different meanings;
 Ordinarily, the same word in a patent has the same meaning;
 Ordinarily, the meaning should align with the purpose of the patented 

invention;
 Ordinarily, general descriptive terms are given their full meaning;
 Ordinarily, absent broadening language, numerical ranges are construed 

exactly as written;
 Ordinarily, absent recitation of order, steps of a method are not construed 

to have a particular order; and
 Absent highly persuasive evidentiary support, a construction should 

literally read on the preferred embodiment.

8-22222222

Graver Tank v. Linde Air Products (US 1950)

 Idea underlying DOE
 Pirates of an invention 

“may be expected to 
introduce minor variations 
to conceal and shelter the 
piracy”
 But not limited to 

circumstances of copying.

 We don’t want to put the 
inventor “at the mercy of 
verbalism”

 Does DOE conflict with the 
“notice” function of claims? If 
so, should it be scaled back 
or eliminated?

 “reverse” DOE 
 “The wholesome realism of 

this doctrine is not always 
applied in favor of a patentee 
but is sometimes used 
against him.  Thus, where a 
device is so far changed in 
principle from a patented 
article that it performs the 
same or a similar function in a 
substantially different way, 
but nevertheless falls within 
the literal words of the claim, 
the [reverse] doctrine of 
equivalents may be used to 
restrict the claim and defeat 
the patentee's action for 
infringement.”

 Essentially dead



8-23232323

Graver Tank

 DOE

 Even if accused infringing device (AID) does not fall in 
the literal meaning of the claims, infringement can still 
be found if the AID meets the “function-way-result” rest

 Does the accused device, composition, method, 
etc. perform “substantially the same function in 
substantially the same way to obtain [substantially] 
the same result”

 “Area” of equivalence varies with the circumstances

 What factors cause the variance?

 The context of the patent, the prior art, and the 
particular circumstances of the case. 

 “Pioneering” equivalents will usually receive 
broader scope than mere incremental inventions.

8-24242424

Graver Tank

Linde Air Products 
(patentee)

Graver (accused 
infringer under DOE)

product 
name

Unionmelt Grade 20 Lincolnweld 660

claim flux “containing a major 
proportion of alkaline 
earth metal silicate” and 
calcium floride

N/A

substance embodiment used 
silicates of calcium and 
magnesium [#12]

used silicates of calcium 
and manganese [#25]

other 
factors

(both alkaline earth 
metals)

(manganese is not an 
alkaline earth metal)

Identical in operation and produce the same kind 
and quality of weld



8-25252525

Graver Tank

“The question which thus emerges is whether 
the substitution of the manganese which is not 
an alkaline earth metal for the magnesium 
which is, under the circumstances of this case, 
and in view of the technology and the prior art, 
is a change of such substance as to make the 
doctrine of equivalents inapplicable; or 
conversely, whether under the circumstances 
the change was so insubstantial that the trial 
court's invocation of the doctrine of equivalents 
was justified.”

8-26262626

Graver Tank

 Evidence:
 Chemists testified that manganese and magnesium were similar 

in many of their reactions.

 Alkaline earth metals are often found in manganese ores in their
natural state and they serve the same purpose in the fluxes.

 One chemist testified that “in the sense of the patent”
manganese could be included as an alkaline earth metal.

 These points were corroborated in texts on inorganic chemistry.

 The prior art taught the use of manganese silicate in welding 
fluxes.

 There is no evidence that the accused infringing product was 
developed as a result of independent research
 Does this matter? No.



8-27272727

Graver Tank

 Dissents:
 There is no copying or piracy in this case.

 The differences in the flux are not nearly so slight as 
to justify DOE infringement

 Manganese is fully disclosed in the patent
 Because it is disclosed but not claimed, it is dedicated to 

the public

 DOE may not be used to capture structures in the 
prior art, the use of manganese was in the prior art

8-28282828

Graver Tank - notes

 Criticism as a matter of chemistry?
 Both metals that start with “m” and have three syllables

 Is DOE a vehicle for correcting applicant errors?
 Interaction with “dedication doctrine”

 Sage Products adopts “foreseeability” as a bar to DOE; 
more of Judge Rader’s pet theory and arguably not the 
prevailing view at the Federal Circiut

 Possibilities
 Equivalent is known before patent is filed, but not 

disclosed

 Equivalent is known and disclosed but not claimed

 Equivalent is “after-arising technology” (i.e., only 
discovered after application process ends)



8-29292929

DOE – limitations preview

 There are several limitations to DOE, meaning that there 
are legal tests/doctrines that restrict the scope of 
equivalents that the patentee can assert, or eliminate the 
ability to assert any equivalents
 “All elements” rule
 Application of DOE can’t “vitiate” a claim element

 PHE
 “Traditional” Prosecution History Estoppel – scope of 

equivalency is given up during prosecution
 Disavowal
 Amendment

 Dedication – disclosing but not claiming
 Prior Art
 Equivalents should not encompass the PA

8-30303030

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 Hilton holds the ’746 patent to a process for ultrafiltration 
of dyes
 Claim:

 In a process for the purification of a dye . . . the improvement
which comprises:  subjecting an aqueous solution . . . to 
ultrafiltration through a membrane having a nominal pore 
diameter of 5-15 Angstroms under a hydrostatic pressure of 
approximately 200 to 400 psig, at a pH from approximately 6.0 
to 9.0, to thereby cause separation of said impurities from said 
dye . . .

 The Claim was amended
 to distinguish a prior art patent that disclosed an ultrafiltration 

process operating above 9.0

 But, disagreement as to why the lower limit is included
 Warner says lower limit added because “foaming” below 6.0 pH

 Hilton says process tested to 2.2 pH w/ no foaming, but gives no other 
reason as to why 6.0 selected



8-31313131

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 Jury found patent infringed under DOE

 Federal Circuit affirms in fractured opinion
 Dispute is over scope of DOE – i.e., scope of equivalents

 Supreme Court reverses

Item Hilton (claim) Warner (accused device) 
(no copying)

Pore Diameter
(Angstroms)

5-15 5-15

Pressure
(p.s.i.g.)

200-400 200-500

pH 6.0 – 9.0 5.0 pH

5.0 6.0 9.0

8-32323232

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 Four arguments to “speak the death of DOE” – set in the 
general proposition that DOE did not survive the 1952 
Patent Act revision
 (1) The doctrine of equivalents is inconsistent with the statutory 

requirement that a patentee specifically "claim" the invention 
covered by a patent

 (2) the doctrine circumvents the patent reissue process-- designed 
to correct mistakes in drafting or the like--and avoids the express 
limitations on that process

 (3) the doctrine is inconsistent with the primacy of the Patent and 
Trademark Office (PTO) in setting the scope of a patent through 
the patent prosecution process;  and

 (4) the doctrine was implicitly rejected as a general matter by 
Congress' specific and limited inclusion of the doctrine in one 
section regarding "means" claiming
 In the court’s discussion of this fourth argument, it makes the 

following statement, which should not be taken literally
 “This is an application of the doctrine of equivalents in a restrictive role, 

narrowing the application of broad literal claim elements.”
 This statement confuses the “reverse” DOE referred to in Graver Tank with 

the “equivalence” available under §112¶6
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§112 ¶6 - Means + Function Claims

 How is a §112¶6 equivalent different from a DOE equivalent?
 Function
 Function-Way-Result
 DOE – substantially similar function, way and result
 §112 ¶6 – identical function, substantially similar way 

and result
 Insubstantial Differences
 DOE – substantially similar function, insubstantial 

structural differences
 §112 ¶6 – identical function, insubstantial structural 

differences
 “After arising” technology
 DOE covers “after arising” technology (generally)
 §112 ¶6 equivalents cover technology arising prior to 

issuance 
 See Al-Site v. VSI

8-34343434

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 DOE, broadly applied, conflicts with the definitional 
and public notice function of the claims

 To resolve that tension, apply DOE on an “element 
by element” basis
 In the discussion of this rule on page 787, the court also 

provides the basis for the “All Elements” limitation on 
DOE
 “It is important to ensure that the application of the doctrine, 

even as to an individual element, is not allowed such broad 
play as to effectively eliminate that element in its entirety.”

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

DOE



8-35353535

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 Discussion is further modified by Festo
 Where the reason for the change was not related to avoiding 

the prior art, the change may introduce a new element, but it 
does not necessarily preclude infringement by equivalents of 
that element
 Festo expands this to other reasons that can trigger PHE

 Warner-Jenkinson implements a presumption against the 
patentee in cases where the reason for the amendment is not 
revealed on the record
 Place the burden on the patentee to establish the reason for the

amendment
 If not established, rebuttably presume that it is for a RRtoPat – in 

which case PHE applies to exclude what the patentee 
surrendered

 In the present case, no reason given for 6.0 limitation, 
so presumption should be evaluated on remand

8-36363636

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 Infringement, including DOE infringement, is intent 
neutral and an objective inquiry
 Despite the remarks in Graver Tank relating to

 piracy and

 absence of independent development
 Treat as bearing on whether there was known interchangeability, an 

express objective factor from Graver Tank in determining the 
substantiality of the differences

 Proper time to evaluate DOE and interchangeability for 
DOE purposes is at the time of infringement
 Not at time of patent issuance

 As a result, after-arising technology can be equivalent

 Decline to address Federal Circuit’s conclusion that 
DOE is a question for the jury



8-37373737

Warner-Jenkinson v. Hilton Davis (US 1997)

 Linguistic framework of the
DOE test
 SSF-SSW-SSR or

 Insubstantial Differences?
 An analysis of the role played by each element in 

the context of the specific patent claim will thus 
inform the inquiry as to whether a substitute 
element matches the function, way, and result of 
the claimed element, or whether the substitute 
element plays a role substantially different from 
the claimed element

8-38383838

Infringement – comparison of “equivalence” types

Literal §112¶6 Equiv. DOE
§112¶6:
Find the structure 
in the 
specification that 
implements the 
function

Other:
claim construction 
and comparison 
to the AID

F-W-R 
approach or 
test
(tripartite test)

Identical Function Substantially 
Similar 
Function 
(SSF)

SS Way SS Way

SS Result SS Result

Insubstantial 
Differences 
approach or 
test

Identical Function SSF

Insubstantial 
Differences

Insub. Diff.
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Example of “vitiating” an element

 The idea is that extending the DOE equivalent to 
cover the AID would result, practically, in the same 
result as if the claim element were not present to 
limit the claim
 Note that this doctrine, along with the “element by 

element” command for DOE, make important what is an 
“element”

8-4040

Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989) (Nies)

 Court affirms DOE infringement judgment 
against Sumitomo

 Claimed technology is glass-clad / glass-
core fiber
 Outer cladding layer has lower RI
 Fiber used for optical communications 

needs to limit the fiber-transmitted
light to preselected “modes”
 Optimum is a single “mode”

 Corning Inventors – developed first 
20db/km fiber – single or low number of 
modes
 Properties due to

 pure fused silica cladding
 a fused silica core containing approximately 

three percent by weight of titania as the 
dopant in the core

 careful selection of the core diameter
and the RI differential between the
core and the cladding

Mode 1

Mode 2
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Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

 Claim 1 [‘915 patent]
 An optical waveguide comprising
 (a) a cladding layer formed of a material selected from 

the group consisting of
 pure fused silica and
 fused silica to which a dopant material on at least an 

elemental basis has been added, and

 (b) a core formed of fused silica to which a dopant 
material on at least an elemental basis has been 
added
 to a degree in excess of that of the cladding layer so that 

the index of refraction thereof is of a value greater than the 
index of refraction of said cladding layer,

 said core being formed of at least 85 percent by weight of 
fused silica and an effective amount up to 15 percent by 
weight of said dopant material.

8-4242

Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

 Follow up invention – ‘550 patent
 Use germania dopant in order to eliminate strength-

reducing heat treatment step

 Sumitomo’s S-3 fiber – the Accused Infringing 
Device (AID)
 Under SSF-SSW-SSR test
 SSF & SSR are met

 SSW is at issue
 The “Way” part of the tripartite test is usually the crux of the issue
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Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

page 799-806

Claim 1 [‘915 patent] Application to AID

(a) a cladding layer formed of a material selected 
from the group consisting of

pure fused silica and

fused silica to which a dopant material on at 
least an elemental basis has been added, and

This claim language 
literally reads on the AID

(b) a core formed of fused silica to which a dopant 
material on at least an elemental basis has been 
added

to a degree in excess of that of the cladding 
layer so that the index of refraction thereof is of 
a value greater than the index of refraction of 
said cladding layer,

said core being formed of at least 85 percent 
by weight of fused silica and an effective 
amount up to 15 percent by weight of said 
dopant material.

Claim limitation calling 
for addition of dopant to 
the core was not literally 
met

District court found that 
addition of flourine 
dopant to the cladding 
(reducing its RI) 
equivalently met the 
limitation

8-4444

Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

 An aside to discuss the preamble (not in the edited case)
 An optical waveguide comprising

 Sumitomo argued that the ‘915 patent was anticipated by 
a PA reference

 Sumitomo would have won this argument, except that 
Corning successfully argued that the preamble phrase 
optical waveguide was limiting
 “The specification then sets forth in detail the complex equation for 

the structural dimensions and refractive index differential 
necessary, in accordance with the invention, for an optical 
waveguide fiber comprising a fused silica core and cladding to 
transmit preselected modes of light.”

 “To read the claim in light of the specification indiscriminately to 
cover all types of optical fibers would be divorced from reality.”



8-4545

Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

 Is flourine dopant in the cladding of the AID a 
SSW to obtain the SSF & SSR compared to
 The claim’s requirement of dopant in the core?

 If the answer given is “yes” – does that mean the “all 
elements” rule has been broken?

 The Federal Circuit says the “all elements” rule 
has not been broken
 “Sumitomo's analysis is faulty in that it would require 

equivalency in components, that is, the substitution of 
something in the core for the absent dopant.”

 The application of DOE was not allowed such broad 
play as to effectively eliminate that element in its 
entirety

8-4646

Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

 The Federal Circuit also says that the “don’t encompass 
the prior art” restriction on DOE is not triggered here as 
well
 Why?

 The answer relates to whether the “known interchangable”
negative cladding dopant is itself in the PA, or
 appears in the PA in a combination that would read on the full 

claim

A
B
d

A
B
C
D

PA1

A
C
d

PA2

Claim

A
B
C
d

AID

d

Equivalent not encompassed by PA
unless ABCd is obvious in light of
these two references (or other
references that might be found)

Equivalent encompassed by PA
because ABCd is anticipated by
a single PA reference

A
B
C
d
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Corning Glass v. Sumitomo (Fed. Cir. 1989)

 Notes
 A fork . . . four tines attached to

said handle
 A fork . . .; a first tine . . .; and a

fourth tine . . . .

 Terminology on relationships among claims [raised by 
note 3’s use of “sub-combination” on page 807]
 But, not all claims related in other ways or that share elements

have one of these types of relationships

More broad Example Less broad Example

Sub-combination ABC Combination ABCD

Dominant ABC Subservient ABCD

Genus ABR1 where 
R1 is . . . X . .

Species ABX

8-48484848

Festo (US 2002)

 Should PHE

 Apply to every type of amendment made?
 In other words, what qualifies as an amendment for a “Reason 

Related to Patentability” (RRtoPat) for purposes of applying PHE 
to limit the DOE?

 Bar all equivalents (complete bar)
 Or, bar only some, i.e., the equivalents “surrendered” (flexible bar)

 Limits of language to describe technology versus policy 
reasons to “distinctly claim”

 The Fed. Cir. had said the flexible bar was 
“unworkable”
 “the clearest rule of patent interpretation, literalism, may 

conserve judicial resources but is not necessarily the most 
efficient rule”



8-49494949

Festo (US 2002)

 Implications of the “indescribable” theory underlying the 
Supreme Court’s opinion
 The court assumes that, under the limits of language, there is 

an inference that “a thing not described was indescribable”
 Meaning that we should allow DOE to “expand” the claim 

element’s coverage because language does not reasonably 
allow for effective description of the asserted equivalent

 In the court’s view, PHE acts to rebut this inference of 
“indescribability” that “authorizes” equivalents under DOE

 When there is an amendment, the rationale for not applying 
the complete bar is that
 Even though an amendment was made, that does not mean 

that the claim is “so perfect in its description that no one could 
devise an equivalent”

8-50505050

Festo (US 2002)

 What qualifies as a reason related to patentability?
 Traditionally, amendments triggering PHE were in response 

to PA

 But, amendments related to the form of the patent, primarily 
§112 amendments, should also qualify as RRtoPat
 Patentee has either
 Conceded an inability to claim the broader subject matter or

 At least has abandoned his right to appeal a rejection

 Once an amendment occurs for a RRtoPat – what 
effect does this have on the scope of equivalents?
 Once amended, there is no more reason to treat the claim 

literally than there is to treat the original claim literally, 
except for the surrendered material

 Courts must be cautious before disrupting the settled 
expectations of the inventing community



8-51515151

Festo (US 2002)

 Presumption when there is an amendment:
 surrender of all subject matter between broad earlier claim and 

narrow amended claim 
 Patentee bears burden of rebutting the presumption

 Three ways to implement the general principle to rebut:
 equivalent unforeseeable at time of application 

[foreseeability]
 rationale underlying the amendment may bear no more than a 

tangential relation to the equivalent in question 
[tangentialness]

 some other reason that the patentee could not reasonably 
be expected to have described the insubstantial substitute in 
question [reasonable expectations of those skilled in the 
art]

8-52525252

Festo (US 2002)

 Present case

 The amendment was made to add the sealing 
rings and magnetizable composition of the 
sleeve

 These amendments were made in response to a 
§112 rejection, and may also have been made 
for reasons having to do with PA

 Thus, these are RRtoPat triggering the 
presumption



8-53535353

Festo Notes (US 2002)

 Argument estoppel [note 2 – calls it PHE]

 Canceling a broader claim with a similar element

 Should this trigger PHE for a remaining claim with 
the same element when the cancellation was due 
to a RRtoPat with respect to the common element?

 Yes. Honeywell v. Hamilson Sunstrand (Fed. Cir. 
2004) (en banc)

 Is Festo a win for Festo?

 “[A]n equivalent is foreseeable if one skilled in the 
art would have known that the alternative existed 
in the field of art as defined by the original claim 
scope, even if the suitability of the alternative for 
the particular purposes defined by the amended 
claim scope were unknown.”

8-54545454

Festo Notes (US 2002)

 Some Federal Circuit judges believe that DOE should only 
be used for unforeseeable circumstances (including Judge 
Rader)
 “The goal of the principle [of DOE] is to ensure that the claims 

continue to define patent scope in all foreseeable circumstances
while protecting patent owners against insubstantial variations from a 
claimed element in unforeseeable circumstances. The foreseeability 
principle thus relegates the doctrine of equivalents to its appropriate 
exceptional place in patent enforcement.” Honeywell v. Hamilton II 
(three-judge panel)

 See also Sage Prods. V. Devon Indus. (Fed. Cir. 1997)

 But didn’t the Supreme Court find otherwise in Warner-
Jenkinson?: “And rejecting the milder version of petitioner’s 
argument necessarily rejects the more severe proposition 
that equivalents must not only be known, but must also be 
actually disclosed in the patent ….”

 More on this issue in Johnston v. Johnston Associates



8-555555

Festo on remand – order for additional briefing (9/20/02) – Opinion on 9/26/03

1.Whether rebuttal of the presumption of surrender, 
including issues of foreseeability, tangentialness, or 
reasonable expectations of those skilled in the art, is a 
question of law or one of fact; and what role a jury 
should play in determining whether a patent owner 
can rebut the presumption.

2.What factors are encompassed by the criteria set forth 
by the Supreme Court.

3. [omitted]

4. [omitted]

8-565656

Festo on remand – Opinion on 9/26/03

 Foreseeability
 Objective
 Evaluated at the time of the amendment

 “Usually, if the alleged equivalent represents later-developed technology (e.g., 
transistors in relation to vacuum tubes, or Velcro® in relation to fasteners) or 
technology that was not known in the relevant art, then it would not have been 
foreseeable.

 In contrast, old technology, while not always foreseeable, would more likely have 
been foreseeable.

 Indeed, if the alleged equivalent were known in the prior art in the field of the 
invention, it certainly should have been foreseeable at the time of the 
amendment.”

 Tangentialness
 Objective
 Discernible from the prosecution history record 
 “whether the reason for the narrowing amendment was peripheral, or not directly 

relevant, to the alleged equivalent”
 an amendment made to avoid prior art that contains the equivalent in question is 

not tangential 
 Reasonable expectations of those skilled in the art

 Narrow, linguistic limitations, probably objective
 “When possible, it should be evaluated from the prosecution history”



8-57575757

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002) (en banc)

 J&J won DOE jury verdict against RES

 Federal Circuit reverses en banc

 Specification

 While aluminum is currently the 
preferred material for the substrate, 
other metals, such as stainless steel
or nickel alloys, may be used.   In 
some instances ... polypropelene 
[sic] can be used.

8-58585858

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 Claim 1. A component for use in manufacturing articles 
such as printed circuit boards comprising: 
 a laminate constructed of a sheet of copper foil which, in a finished 

printed circuit board, constitutes a functional element and a sheet 
of aluminum which constitutes a discardable element; 

 one surface of each of the copper sheet and the aluminum sheet 
being essentially uncontaminated and engageable with each other 
at an interface, 

 a band of flexible adhesive joining the uncontaminated surfaces of 
the sheets together at their borders and defining a substantially 
uncontaminated central zone inwardly of the edges of the sheets 
and unjoined at the interface. 

 RES products use sheet of steel as a substrate rather than 
aluminum



8-59595959

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 Maxwell (Fed. Cir. 1996)
 Claiming fastening tabs 

between inner and outer 
soles
 Disclosed, did not claim, 

fastening the tabs into the lining 
seam of the shoes

 So, dedicated it
 Policy

 Avoided examination
 PHOSITA would think its public 

domain
 But would a PHOSITA know 

anything about DOE at all? If 
not, then isn’t this an argument 
against the whole doctrine? 

 YBM (Fed. Cir. 1998)

 Claim magnet alloy
 6k to 35k ppm oxygen

 Specification allegedly 
disclosed a range below 6k

 AID used 5.45k to 6k

 Cabined Maxwell to 
situations where the 
unclaimed alternative was 
“distinct”

8-60606060

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 Court emphasizes the importance of the “notice function”
of the claims

 Infringement is defined with respect to the claims

 “Infringement, either literally or under the doctrine of 
equivalents, does not arise by comparing the accused 
product ‘with a preferred embodiment described in the 
specification, or with a commercialized embodiment of the 
patentee.”



8-61616161

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 Graver I
 Claims to the following were held invalid (because some silicates were 

inoperative)

 “Inoperative embodiments” used to apply when any embodiments were 
inoperative

 Now: Either all embodiments are inoperative (no utility) or if most are 
inoperative (probably no enablement).

 Graver II
 DOE for alkaline earth metals - manganese was equivalent to 

magnesium
 But, manganese is also a “metallic silicate”

Spec Claims 24 and 26 Graver II Claims

Silicates

Metallic silicates

Alkaline earth 
metals

Silicates

Metallic silicates

(Manganese)

Alkaline Earth Metals 
(Magnesium)DOE

8-62626262

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 Graver I
 Claims to the following were held invalid (because some silicates were 

inoperative)

 “Inoperative embodiments” used to apply when any embodiments were 
inoperative

 Now: Either all embodiments are inoperative (no utility) or if most are 
inoperative (probably no enablement).

 Graver II
 DOE for alkaline earth metals - manganese was equivalent to 

magnesium
 But, manganese is also a “metallic silicate”

Spec Claims 24 and 26 Graver II Claims

Silicates

Metallic silicates

Alkaline earth 
metals

Silicates

Metallic silicates

(Manganese)

Alkaline Earth Metals 
(Magnesium)DOE



8-63636363

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 “The Court’s holding and the history of Graver II show that the 
patentee had not dedicated the unclaimed subject matter to the 
public. In fact, the patentee had claimed the ‘equivalent’ subject 
matter, even if the Court eventually held the relevant claims too 
broad.”

 This seems quite an odd doctrine, because arguably only the 
scope of the claim-at-issue should be of concern, esp. not other 
invalid claims.

 Namely, if the patentee discloses, but does not claim subject 
matter in a particular claim, then the ordinary inference is that 
this specific claim would not cover the undisclosed 
embodiments (cf. claim differentiation).

 This is not the law now. One must look at other claims (even if 
they are invalid!).
 Only issued claims? Claims submitted in prosecution but canceled? 

Claims in related applications? Later-filed continuations?

8-64646464

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 Warner-Jenkinson
 The specification parroted the claim language

 it is preferred to adjust the pH to approximately 6.0 to 8.0 before 
passage through the ultrafiltration membrane

 The “foaming” that occurred below 6.0 was not a disclosure in the 
specification but evidence arising during the case

 Arguments
 Following Maxwell is consistent with Graver & Warner-Jenkinson

 Neither command a different result

 Policy
 Notice function of claims

 Allowing DOE for what is disclosed but unclaimed creates perverse 
incentives
 a patentee cannot narrowly claim an invention to avoid prosecution scrutiny 

by the PTO, and then, after patent issuance, use the doctrine of equivalents 
to establish infringement because the specification discloses equivalents.



8-65656565

Johnson & Johnston v. R.E. Service (Fed. Cir. 2002)

 How does the patentee protect herself?
 Claim everything

 Even if the claim is invalidated, it falls under Graver as not dedicated

 Reissue and Reexamination

 It is in the patentee’s hands to “get it right” during prosecution
 File a continuation application

 Concurrence – Judge Rader
 DOE does not encompass subject matter reasonably foreseeable

 Tension between notice function of the claims and DOE

 We have already applied this principle in Sage Products
 Simple structural device with “over said slot” limitation, no after 

developed technology

 Sage has its followers

8-66666666

Johnson & Johnston - notes

 Does the J&J doctrine penalize disclosure?
 Why treat unclaimed and disclosed items different from unclaimed and 

undisclosed when PHOSITAs know about the item?

 Burn the file wrapper?
 Notice is a poor justification to use prosecution history (PH) in claim 

interpretation in light of lawsuits on day of issue
 Does application publication change this argument?

 It creates poor incentives for PTO examiners, they rely on the PH 
rather than requiring clarity

 Using PH promotes a cyclical search for meaning, increases burdens 
rather than lessening them

 Was there actual reliance on by the accused infringer on the PH?
 Under the “encompassing the prior art” doctrines, courts already 

possess techniques to account for PA in claim construction



8-67676767

Wilson Sporting Goods (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Rich, J.)
 1.  A golf ball having

 a spherical surface with a 
plurality of dimples formed 
therein and

 six great circle paths which do 
not intersect any di[m]ples,

 the dimples being arranged by 
dividing the spherical surface 
into twenty spherical triangles 
corresponding to the faces of 
a regular icosahedron,

 each of the twenty triangles 
being sub-divided into four 
smaller triangles consisting of 
a central triangle and three 
apical triangles by connecting 
the midpoints [of the sides] of 
each of said twenty triangles 
along great circle paths, 

 said dimples being arranged 
so that the dimples do not 
intersect the sides of any of 
the central triangles.  
[Bracketed insertions ours.]

This is the “central triangle” because it is in the 
center of the 4 triangles resulting from subdividing 
the larger triangle.  The 3 surrounding triangles are 
the apical triangles.

8-68686868

Wilson v. David Goeffrey & Assoc. (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Rich, J.)

 Suit against Dunlop (Maxifli ball) and its distributor 
DGA (Slazenger ball)

 Law invoked
 DOE limited by that which would “improperly ensnare the prior 

art”
 Methodology is important

 Claims are not expanded
 As an analysis tool – conceive of a hypothetical claim which 

covers the AID
 Alternative approach is to compare the AID directly to the PA

 Determine whether this hypothetical claim would have been 
allowed by the PTO
 Can be “not allowable” for issues of both novelty/anticipation and/or 

obviousness

 Notes: Express some concern with the “hypothetical claim”
approach

 Takeaway is that literal claim scope cannot be expanded to cover
territory that would make the claim invalid



8-69

Wilson v. David Goeffrey & Assoc. (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Rich, J.)

 Prior art
 1932 patent to Pugh

 Divides ball into 20 triangles
 then each of these divided into 16 triangles

 but the court takes this as implicit subdivision
into 4 “intermediate” triangles

 Uniroyal ball 
 6 great circles with 30+ dimples intersecting by about 12/15 

thousands of an inch

 PA and the hypothetical claim analysis
 The “hypothetical claim” is not a recipe for trial procedure

 The burden is on Wilson to show infringement
 Wilson must show that the hypothetical claim would have been 

patentable to be able to assert the equivalent covering the AID

8-70

Wilson v. David Goeffrey & Assoc. (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Rich, J.)

C1 Hypo. C1 to cover AID –
Dunlop balls

Key 
limitations of 
Hypo. C1

PA -
Uniroyal

1.  A  golf ball 
having

. . .

said dimples 
being arranged 
so that the 
dimples do not 
intersect the 
sides of any of 
the central 
triangles.

1.  A  golf ball having

. . .

said dimples being 
arranged so that some 
of the dimples may 
partially intersect the 
sides of any of the 
central triangles, to the 
following degree . . . .

# dimples 
intersecting:

Less than 
14%

# dimples 
intersecting:

Approx. 12%

Intersection 
permitted:

13% or less 
of dimple 
radius

Intersection 
permitted:

17-21% of 
dimple 
radius

Hypothetical claim 
would have been 
obvious according to 
the court



8-71

Wilson v. David Goeffrey & Assoc. (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Rich, J.)

 Dependent claims
 It is axiomatic that dependent claims cannot be found infringed unless the claims 

from which they depend have been found to have been infringed
 But, this logic does not apply to the “hypothetical claim” DOE ensnaring the PA 

analysis

 Hypothetical claim analysis is not “obligatory”
 It is not a good idea for trial procedure – too confusing for the jury

 Hypothetical claim validity versus “real” claim validity being submitted to the jury
 Limit the hypothetical claim analysis to only expand limitations, not narrow them

 Fit with the underlying mechanism of DOE?

A
B
d

A
B
C
D

PA1

A
C
d

PA2
Claim

A
B
C
d

AID

d

Equivalent not encompassed by PA
unless ABCd is obvious in light of
these two references (or other
references that might be found)

Equivalent encompassed by PA
because ABCd is anticipated by
a single PA reference

A
B
C
d

8-72727272

Indirect Infringement

 Inducement – §271(b)
 (b) Whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be  

liable as an infringer. 

 Contributory infringement - §271(c)
 (c) Whoever offers to sell or sells within the United States or 

imports into the United States a component of a patented 
machine, manufacture, combination or composition, or a material 
or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process, constituting 
a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be especially 
made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such 
patent, and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable 
for substantial noninfringing use, shall be liable as a contributory 
infringer.


